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Aspherical Earth structure from fundamental
spheroidal-mode data
Guy Masters, Thomas H. Jordan, Paul G. Silver & Freeman Gilbert
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093, USA

Free-oscillation data reveal heterogeneity in the Earth's mantle whose geographical pattern is dominated by spherical
harmonics of angular degree two and correlates well with the hydrostatically referenced geoid. The heterogeneity can be
modelled as localized in the transition zone (420-670 km depth) and may be related to a large-scale component of
mantle convection.
study of the Earth's lateral, or aspherical, heterogeneity
using long-period seismic observations has since 1966 1 been
based on the 'pure-path' approximation; variations in the phase
velocities of travelling waves are represented as a sum of their
fractional dispersion across several types of tectonic structures.
Recently, this sort of analysis has been extended to normalmode frequency shifts 2 • We investigate here a new data set of
nearly 4,000 fundamental-mode frequencies measured from
over 500 records of the International Deployment of
Accelerometers (IDA) network. The extensive coverage provided by these measurements shows that the present schemes
of tectonic regionalization are inappropriate at periods longer
than ~200 s; the lateral heterogeneity revealed by the loworder fundamental modes is more suitably represented by a
spherical-harmonic expansion with the dominant power in the
degree-two terms. A drawback of this representation is that
the data do not constrain the odd-order harmonics 3 A, a fact
which must be kept in mind when interpreting the observed
patterns. The source of the observed signal cannot be determined unambiguously, but our analysis suggests that the transition zone of the Earth's mantle (between about 400 and 700 km
depth) is the most plausible location of the dominant
heterogeneity.
THE

Observations of fundamental-mode
frequencies
In a recent study of fundamental-mode attenuation the complex
frequencies of the modes 0 S 8 to 0 S 46 from 557 IDA recordings
were measured 5 • Because the primary goal was to obtain reliable
Q determinations, only large-amplitude peaks showing little
signs of overtone interference or beating due to splitting were
retained. A by-product of this analysis was 3,934 reliable
measurements of fundamental-mode frequencies, forming the
data base for the present study. Below l = 39 each mode has
an average of 118 independent observations, but the number
of measurements decreases rapidly at higher angular orders.
The modes above l = 43 had <20 observations and were
dropped from the data set. A complete account of the data
analysis techniques can be found in ref. 5.
A convenient way of displaying the data is to plot the
observed frequency shifts at the location of the pole of the
great circle joining the source and receiver. In the geometrical
optics limit, when the horizontal wavelength of the
heterogeneity is much greater than that of the mode, the
frequency shift is solely a function of the pole position 6 • If this
condition is not met in the Earth, then effects not described by
this asymptotic theory become important, and a more complete
interpretation may be required"· 7 • In particular, the exact firstorder expressions for the frequency shifts depend on the details
of the source mechanisms, so that if non-asymptotic effects
0028-0836/82/320609-05$01.00

were to dominate the signal, the apparent frequencies would
not be a smooth function of pole position. Figure 1 shows the
frequency shifts for several sets of angular orders. The patterns
revealed by these diagrams have a large-scale simplicity and
are consistent from angular order to angular order; this suggests
that the geometrical optics limit is a valid approximation and
that the asymptotic theory can provide an adequate framework
for the interpretation of the data.
Theoretical developments 6 ' 8 define the peak location in terms
of the ratio of the first polynomial moment of the multiplet
spectrum to its zeroth moment, an estimator employed in the
first systematic observational studl. The values used here were
derived by least-squares fitting of a singlet shape to the observed
spectrum 5 • However, for the large-amplitude, singlet-lik'e peaks
considered in the present study, these different estimators give
almost identical results, a behaviour consistent with the
asymptotic theorl. The least-squares estimation technique is
less sensitive to contamination by nearby higher modes and has
the additional benefit of a comprehensive error analysis 9 • The
errors in the frequency estimates are typically 0.05%, roughly
a factor of 10 less than the frequency variations ascribed to
aspherical heterogeneity.
One well determined feature of the Earth's asphericity is its
ellipticity of figure, which causes a positive frequency shift for
poles at low latitudes and a negative shift at high latitudes. The
expected variation with latitude-amounting to 2.2 ~J.Hz for 0 S 8
and 9.3 IJ.HZ for 0 S 43 -is evident at low angular orders, but
above l = 16 or so it disappears almost completely. This
behaviour has been attributed by Silver and Jordan 2 to the
existence of some sort of lateral heterogeneity which, in terms
of its effects on the fundamental spheroidal modes, is anticorrelated with the ellipticity of figure. The present study
confirms this conclusion. Because we believe the hydrostatic
component of ellipticity is well modelled by the Clairaut theory,
we have adopted an elliptical Earth as a reference model and
have corrected the raw peak frequencies for this signal using
the asymptotic formula derived by Dahlen 10 •
Table 1

Localized models of degree-two aspherical heterogeneity
Total
variance

Zone

Amplitude*

8m~

1
2
3
4
5

1.84
1.76
2.10
7.74
10.62

-0.70
-0.72
-0.69
-0.67
-0.70

reduction
Normalized coefficients
(%)
ReSmi lmSmi Re8m~ lmSm~

0.27
0.26
0.25
0.26
0.26

-0.17
-0.15
-0.13
-0.13
-0.16

0.12
0.20
0.27
0.26
0.19

0.62
0.59
0.60
0.63
0.61

52
61
49
46
59

* Amplitude of the heterogeneity as a percentage of shear velocity; perturbations in density and compressional velocity are constrained to have relative
amplitudes of 0.4 and 0.8 of the shear-velocity perturbation (see text).
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Fig. 1 Multiplet-location data from selected fundamental spheroidal modes plotted at the poles of the great circles connecting the sources
and receivers. Frequency shifts are relative to the estimated degenerate eigenfrequencies of Fig. 2c. Symbol type indicates sign of the
frequency shift (+, positive; <>, negative); symbol size indicates its magnitude (smallest symbols correspond to shifts of 0.0-{).1%; the largest
to 0.3-0.4%). Dashed lines are the nodes of the best-fitting degree-two patterns for 8w 1oca1 uncorrected for ellipticity of figure; the patterns
components, which are large for l = 8, 9 but small for the other modes shown.
are very similar except for the

pg

Models of the heterogeneity
The elastic part of the terrestrial monopole is specified by
m(r) = [p(r), iip(r), ii,(r)], where r is radius (0.;:;: r.;:;: a = 6,371 km)
and p, iip and ii, are the spherically averaged mass density,
compressional velocity and shear velocity, respectively. The
degenerate eigenfrequency of the kth mode of this spherically
symmetric model is denoted wk. Aspherical heterogeneity is
represented by the perturbation
(1)

where Y! is the complex surface spherical harmonic of degree
s and order t; the conventions of Edmonds 11 are adopted, so
that Y;' = (-1)'Y;*. Because the perturbation is real, 8m;' =
(-1)'8m;*.
The asymptotic first-order theory relating the multiplet locations to the aspherical model (1) is well developed 6 •8 ; for a
source and receiver connected by a great circle with pole at
colatitude 0 and longitude <I>, the peak frequency of a mode
of radial order n and angular order I » n is

wk = wk + L

P,(O)

s=2

.

L

(Bwl~.,); Y~ (0, <I>)

(2)

t - -s

r

The coefficients in this expansion are given by

(Bwl~.,)~=

M 0 (kl(r) · 6m!(r)r 2 dr

(3)

where M&kl is a triplet of functional derivatives comr:utable
from the eigenfunctions of the terrestrial monopole 2 • The
apparent eigenfrequency (2) can be shown to equal the greatcircular average of the 'local eigenfrequency' wk + Bwr::~., (8, ¢ ),

whose harmonic coefficients are defined by equation (3). Such
averages place no constraints whatsoever on the odd-parity
(s-odd) part of the aspherical perturbation, a point first noted
by Backus3 in his analysis of great-circle dispersion. Equations
(2) and (3) can be combined to give a linear inverse problem
for the even part of Bm.
Alternatively, equation (2) can be solved directly for 8wr::2."
permitting an investigation of the even part of the spherical
harmonic patterns underlying individual modes without
introducing the additional questions of nonuniqueness associated with the complete inverse problem. Figure 2 shows the
results of this analysis assuming Bwl!l., is representable by
harmonics of degree two. To reduce the variance and ensure
a good sampling of the sphere, the data from three consecutive
angular orders were combined in each calculation. The inversion determined estimates of the degenerate eigenfrequencies
and the complex coefficients of s = 2, for a total of eight
independent parameters per mode triplet. The coefficients in
Fig. 2a have been normalized to unit power to facilitate comparisons among the modes; their normalization scalars are
shown in Fig. 2b .
The estimated degenerate eigenfrequencies are plotted relative to the PEM-A model 13 in Fig. 2c, together with the weighted means of the apparent frequencies and the estimates given
in ref. 2. (Figure 2c was constructed using the PEM-A eigenfrequencies published by Dziewonski et al. 13 ; these differ from
the values calculated from the PEM-A model by up to 211Hz.)
The offset in the eigenfrequencies between 0 S 11 and 0 S ,s, is
prominent. Present Earth models predict significant quasidegenerate Coriolis coupling between the oS1 and oTl+l modes
at the ends of this band 14 , which could explain the shifts of 0 S 11
and 0 S 18 , but the reason for a nearly constant offset of the
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Fil• l a, Normalized degree-two coefficients of 8w 1oca1 from a
least-squares fit to the ellipticity-corrected multiplet locations
assuming Smax=2(•. P~;., Re PL +, Im Pi; *• ReP~; e, Im
P~). Three consecutive angular orders were combined in each
calculation (eight-parameter inversion). b, Scale factors for these
coefficients, with lu error bars. •. Degree-two scale factors for
30-parameter (smax = 6) inversions. c, Estimates of the degenerate
eigenfrequencies ciik plotted as residuals with respect to published
eigenfrequencies of the PEM-A model 13 • Values from eightparameter inversions are connected by a solid line; error bars are
lu. Simple weighted means of our data (•) and those from ref. 2
(•) are shown. The latter two estimates are more sensitive to bias
caused by incomplete sampling of the aspherical heterogeneity.

intermediate modes remains obscure. This important observation, previously noted in ref. 2, may provide strong constraints
on the spherically averaged Earth structure.
Note that the average eigenfrequencies estimated by the
degree-two inversion form a generally smoother function of
angular order than the simple weighted means, particularly at
the higher angular orders. This is because the pole positions
for our data set are biased to temperate latitudes and there
consequently exists a significant tradeoff between wk and any
P~ component of 8wl~~. 1 • At the higher angular orders the
acceptable data are fewer, the sampling is more variable, and
the P~ component is large; hence, a simple averaging of the
data can introduce spurious variations in estimates of wk. The
small positive shift of the Silver-Jordan means relative to our
estimates appears to be ascribable to a bias in the way their
pole positions sample the patterns shown in Fig. 1.
Several conclusions can be immediately drawn from
Fig. 2a, b. The normalized spherical harmonic pattern of 8wl!~. 1
is quite stable, especially for the modes oS2o- 0 S 38 , where only
the real part of the P~ term appears to exhibit a significant
trend. The pattern consists of a large P~ component and a large
negative P~ component. It is this latter term which at the higher
angular orders almost cancels the signal due to the ellipticity
of figure. The Pi component is comparatively small, accounting
for only -10% of the total power. The scale factors multiplying
this nearly constant pattern increase with angular order to
l- 35, but level off at higher angular orders.
The variance reduction provided by this simple model is
remarkable (Fig. 3). Except for 0 S 11 whose scatter is probably
dominated by the vagaries of quasi-degenerate coupling, the
median variance reduction is 60% and, in the centre of our
mode band where the data are most numerous, it exceeds 70% .
This variance reduction is far superior to that achievable by
tectonic regionalizations with comparable numbers of parameters. We have, for example, inverted these data using a
six-parameter regionalization 2 ' 15 • The median variance reduction is only 24% and for only nine of the 35 modes does it
exceed 30% (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the patterns in 8wl!~.1
derived from the tectonic regionalization are much less stable
with respect to variations in angular order number.
The possibility that power is aliased into the degree-two
coefficients from higher-degree heterogeneity by inadequate
sampling of the sphere can be checked by comparing these
results with inversions allowing higher harmonics in 8w~2.1 • The
scale factors for the degree-two coefficients from inversions
with Smax = 6 (30 parameters per mode triplet) are plotted with
those from the eight-parameter inversions in Fig. 2b.
Throughout most of the band the agreement is quite good. In
fact, below l = 36 the power in the higher harmonics is down
by a factor of four or more. Above l = 36 the scale factors for
the 30-parameter inversion are generally lower, the power in
the higher harmonics increases, and the possibility of appreciable aliasing cannot be discounted. As shown in Fig. 2b, ignoring
higher harmonics tends to increase the degree-two scale factors
for l > 36. Because this bias appears to be small and the variance
reduction at the lower angular-order numbers is not significantly
improved by the addition of the higher-degree terms, we shall
restrict further attention to the degree-two components.
The uniformity of the 8w~1 patterns suggests that the
dominant signal arises from anomalies localized in radius. If
this is true, the variation of the pattern's amplitude with angular
order constrains the position of the heterogeneity inside the
Earth. We consider five zones based on the major seismological
divisions of the mantle as defined by the PEM-A model:
Zone 1:

5,350-5,701 km (top of the lower mantle)

Zone 2:

5,701-5,951 km(transition zone)

Zone 3:

5,951-6,151 km

Zone 4:

6,151-6,291 km (low-velocity zone)

Zone 5:

6,291-6,352 km (lid)
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These aspects of the data fit are illustrated in Fig. 4, which
compares the scaling of the degree-two pattern derived from
the Bwl~~.1 inversions with the scalings predicted by the various
models. The dependence of the scaling on angular-order number is clearly best matched by the transition-zone model. The
zone-1 solution predicts too rapid a roll-off, whereas the models
for zones above the 420-km discontinuity do not roll off fast
enough .
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Percentage variance reductions achieved by the degreetwo-representation of 8w1ocaJ given by Fig. 2 (--a-), the tectonic
regionalization of Jordan 15 h"-), and the degree-two transitionzone (zone 2) model of Table 1 (e).

Fi1. 3

Five models of degree-two heterogeneity have been constructed
by least-squares inversion of the entire data set (excluding oSu)
assuming the perturbations top, Vp and v. are constant functions
of radius localized in one of these zones. Of course, the radii
of the discontinuities separating zones could be (and probably
are) laterally variable, but their effects on the data have been
shown by numerical experiments to be similar to constant
perturbations in adjacent zones; for these preliminary experiments we have therefore fixed these radii.
If p, Vp and v, are allowed to be independently variable in
the inversion, then the results depend strongly on the integrals
of the functional derivatives across each layer. In zones 4 and
5, for example, the differential kernels for p and Vp are of the
same magnitude but opposite sign, and the inversion yields
models with large positive p perturbations correlated with large
negative Vp perturbations, and vice versa. From what we know
about mantle properties this behaviour is unphysical. To eliminate such models we have scaled a priori the perturbations in
density and compressional velocity to those in shear velocity
by assuming dIn p/d In v, = 0.4 and dIn vp/d In v. = 0.8. These
scalings were derived from the temperature derivatives of possible mantle constituents given by Anderson et a/. 16 , but they
are equally appropriate for the chemical variations observed in
naturally occurring periodotites 17 ' 18 • If the heterogeneity is
confined to zones 1, 2 or 3, then the scaling is unimportant, as
the modes are primarily sensitive to only the v. perturbations
in these regions. This is not true for zones 4 and 5, where the
p and Vp perturbations predominate, although it is unlikely that
any reasonable scaling will alter our conclusions.
The results of the inversions for the five zones are listed in
Table 1. The spherical-harmonic pattern is essentially the same
for each zone, but the magnitude of the requisite perturbation
increases rapidly for the shallower zones. The localized perturbation giving the best overall fit to the data is the zone-2
(transition-zone) model with a total normalized variance reduction of 61%. Except at the very low and high ends of the mode
band, the variance reduction provided by this simple model is
almost as great as the optimal values for a degree-two parameterization attained by the Bw~~~. 1 inversions (Fig. 3). Zones 1,
3 and 4 have much less satisfactory residuals. Although the
zone-S (lid) model is better, it systematically under-predicts the
magnitude of the frequency shifts in the band 0 S 20-oSJo and
overpredicts the shifts above oS 35 •

The geographical pattern of aspherical heterogeneity syntheized from the transition-zone model of Table 1 is mapped in
Fig. 5 (the contours for the other models are very similar).
High-velocity anomalies are centred near the Equator in the
western Pacific and central Atlantic, whereas lows occur at high
latitudes in the southeastern Pacific and northern Eurasia.
These features are remarkably similar to the dominant largescale undulations of the geoid when the latter is referenced to
the hydrostatic ellipsoid. The correlation coefficient between
the degree-two harmonics of the transition-zone model and the
GEM 9 geoid 19 corrected for Jeffreys' hydrostatic value of ] 2
(ref. 20) is +0.79, which is significant at the 94% confidence
level. We hypothesize, therefore, that the heterogeneity detected by the multiplet-location data is responsible, at least in part,
for the degree-two geoid anomalies.
None of the localized perturbations in Table 1 can by itself
adequately account for these anomalies, however; the predicted
amplitudes are too large. For example, the root-mean-square
(r.m.s.) geoid amplitude calculated for the transition-zone
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Fig. 4 Variation of degree-two scale factors with angular order
predicted by localized models of aspherical heterogeneity (6,
zone 1; 0, zone2; 0, zone3; +, zone4; *• zoneS). Solid circles
with 1u error bars are the degree-two scalings from the eightparameter inversions shown in Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 5 Lambert equal-area projections of the Earth showing the
degree-two heterogeneity of the transition-zone model, normalized such that its square integrates to unity on the unit sphere.
Regions of positive anomaly are shaded; contour interval is 0.3
units.

models exceeds the observed degree-two value by about a factor
of five. The discrepancy for the zone-S model is even larger,
nearly a factor of nine. Either the velocity-density scaling adopted in the inversions is grossly incorrect or the heterogeneity
sensed by the multiplet-location data is compensated at other
levels within the Earth. We prefer the latter hypothesis, as the
former would imply substantial lateral variations in mean
atomic weighe' which would be difficult to maintain in a convecting mantle.
The compensation is not likely to be confined to the upper
mantle. If our scaling parameters are roughly correct, then only
models with large and nearly cancelling radial excursions in
upper-mantle properties can satisfy both the multiplet-location
data and the geoid. It seems improbable that any mechanism
responsible for such excursions would yield multiplet-location
patterns so similar at different angular orders. A lower-mantle
compensation is more plausible. The changes in the 8w~~.1
patterns at low angular orders are suggestive of a deeper-seated
heterogeneity, as are the observations of splitting of high-Q,
low-angular-order modes 21 • In fact, heterogeneities anti-correlated with the geoid have already been proposed for depths
greater than 1,100 km by Dziewonski et a/. 22 to explain certain
large-scale variations in P-wave travel times.

Discussion
Aspherical heterogeneity of the sort implied by the transitionzone model could be produced by lateral temperature differences of the order of 200-300 oc associated with a large-scale
component of mantle convection. Such variations could occur
in a thermal boundary layer between the upper and lower
mantle, or alternatively, in a mantle-wide system of convective
flow. To differentiate between these possibilities will require
better resolution of the heterogeneity distribution as a function
of depth. Although the simple scaling of the 8w l~•• patterns
with angular order suggests some localization in depth and
motivates the modelling experiments of Table 1, the data now
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in hand certainly do not exclude models wherein the aspherical
variations are distributed throughout the Earth. Indeed, we
have argued that the geoid requires the heterogeneity constrained by the multiplet-location data to be largely compensated elsewhere in the mantle, most likely near its base.
There are at least four additional sources of seismic data
which should help to increase our vertical resolution of structure. The first is the measurement of phase-velocity dispersion
at periods shorter than 200s. We have attempted to extend our
data set using published phase-velocity observations, but these
have proved inadequate in both quantity and quality to improve
our spherical-harmonic models of lateral heterogeneity. The
second is the study of fundamental toroidal modes whose energy
is more strongly concentrated near the surface than spheroidal
modes, and the third is the measurement of resolvably split
high-Q modes of low angular order. Finally, the inversion of
large sets of teleseismic travel times 22 can be used to constrain
the odd-order harmonics of deep-seated heterogeneity to which
the free-oscillation data are insensitive. With the addition of
these data detailed models of the Earth's large-scale lateral
heterogeneity should be within our reach in the near future.

Conclusions
A data set comprising 3,886 apparent centre frequencies of the
modes 0 S8 - 0 S4 3 measured from over·SOO IDA records has been
analysed for aspherical Earth structure. When plotted as a
function of the pole position of the great circle connecting the
source and receiver the frequency shifts show a remarkably
coherent geographical pattern clearly dominated by surface
spherical harmonics of degree two. Although the degree-two
pattern is well constrained by the data, the depth distribution
of the aspherical heterogeneity cannot be determined unambiguously. Models of degree-two heterogeneity localized in
various mantle layers have been constructed using the
asymptotic theory of multiplet locations by scaling the density
and compressional-velocity perturbations to those in shear
velocity. The best fit to the data is obtained by localizing the
degree-two perturbations in the mantle transition zone (420670 km depth). This transition-zone model is characterized by
shear-velocity variations of 1.7% (r.m.s. amplitude). The overall variance reduction provided by the model is 61%, more
than a factor of two better than that achievable by tectonic
regionalization. The degree-two pattern has high-velocity
anomalies centred near the Equator in the western Pacific and
central Atlantic and lows at high latitudes in the southeastern
Pacific and northern Eurasia; these features correlate well with
the hydrostatically referenced geoid. The transition-zone model
predicts geoidal undulations too large by about a factor of five,
however, suggesting a compensation mechanism which we infer
to be heterogeneity in the lower mantle. Aspherical
heterogeneity of the sort implied by our data could be produced
by lateral temperature differences of the order of 200-300 oc
associated with a large-scale component of mantle convection.
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